Shabbat Services from Mishkan Hanefesh (as of 8/12/15)
Baltimore Hebrew Congregation

Goal: This is an outline of options to allow us to use Mishkan Hanefesh for the Shabbatot in Elul 2015. For this one year, it would allow a larger number of congregants to familiarize themselves with the new machzor prior to these High Holy Days. It would be possible to use Yom Kippur volume also, but let’s focus on using Rosh Hashanah volume.

Key to Notes: Outlines focused on our congregation’s minhag only. “Appropriate” means solely that it would work for non-HHD Shabbat. Not marking something appropriate is not a judgment on the passage itself. Be sure to include all blue Shabbat passages and to omit all grey HHD inserts. More Shabbat songs could be added. Apologies for any errors in these notes.

Erev Shabbat from Mishkan Hanefesh-Rosh Hashanah

6,8 Hineh Ma Tov or Havah Na Shirah or Esa Einai (opening/closing songs could be from elsewhere)
7 Summer’s gone… (suggested reading, not singing)
9 The Time is Now (suggested reading, not singing)
10-1 Candle Blessing, preceded by Readings #2 or #3, Omit Shechiyanu
12-3 Either reading
14 Shalom Aleichem
20 Bar’chu
22-4 Any of Hebrew or English of Maariv Aravim or Ahavat Olam versions
28 Sh’ma
28,30 V’ahavta
32-3 Any of three English passages
34 Read 1st English paragraph, as we will be read during HHD
34 Mi Chamocha
36 Hashkiveinu in Hebrew or English
38 V’shamru
39,41 Either passage would be appropriate
42 Adonai S’fatai
44 Avot, omit Zochreinu
46 Gevurot, omit Mi Chamocha
47 K’dushat HaShem at top, omit rest of page
58 K’dushat Hayom possible in Hebrew or English, beware order of words, omit end of chatima,
59 Or might be easier to choose one of these passages
60-1 Any of Hebrew or English versions
62-5 Any of Hebrew or English versions, omit Uchtov… (on p.64)
66-7 Any of Hebrew or English versions, omit b’sefer
Silent Prayer
70 Yiyu or Oseh
82,85 Aleinu, as normal. Possible to include “May the Time” (on p.85)-as we will on HHD
86-9 Any passage would be appropriate
90 Kaddish
94-7 Adon Olam, Ein Keilloheinu, Yigdal

Shabbat Morning from Mishkan Hanefesh-Rosh Hashanah
108 Modeh
109 Either passage is appropriate
110 Ma Tovu
111 Either passage is appropriate
112 Blessings for Study are appropriate
113-9 Passages appropriate for study now or drash later, even though we won’t on HHD
120-1 Asher Yatzar, any Hebrew or English version appropriate
122-3 Elohai, Any Hebrew or English version appropriate
124-9 Nisim Sheb’chol Yom plus some appropriate English versions
135 Psalm 150
142 Bar’chu
142-5 Any Hebrew or English Versions of Yotzer appropriate, omit Or Olam (on p.142)
146-9 Ahava Rabbah possible as usual, appropriate alternatives also
150 Sh’ma
152-3 V’ahavta
161-3 Any of Hebrew or English versions appropriate
164 Mi Chamocha
166 Adonai S’fatai
168 Avot, omit zochreinu
170 Gevurot, omit Mi Chamocha
184-5 K’dushat HaShem including l’dor vador
194-5 Any versions appropriate, beware of p.196
208-13 All appropriate, omit Ychtov (on p.212)
216-7 All Hebrew or English versions appropriate, omit B’sefer
229, 228 Regular opening Torah passages available, omit top of p.228, beware v’nora in Sh’ma
230 Torah blessings

Other Book I suggest it will be easier to use Haftarah blessings from elsewhere
Shofar- one T’kiah- (blessing could be found on 206), select from Shofar passages throughout machzor
276-7 Regular returning Torah passages available
286,289 Aleinu, as normal. Possible to include “May the Time” (on p.85)-as we will on HHD
290-1 Any passage would be appropriate
292 Kaddish
296,8-9 Yigdal, Adon Olam, Ein Keiloheinu